
PROJECTER SCREEN

Good Quality " Projector Screen with hook Wide size fabric Matt white. Market MRP NRs Dokoman Discount NRs NRs
(% Save).

Manufacturers of home theater screens have attempted to resolve the issue of ambient light by introducing
screen surfaces that direct more of the light back to the light source. Unfortunately, at the perpendicular
direction used for gain measurement, mirror reflection and retroreflection are indistinguishable, and this has
sown confusion about the behavior of high gain screens. Hot spotting is less of a problem with retroreflective
high gain screens. Other screens with higher gain are semi-retroreflective. Image brightness and contrast[ edit
] Apparent contrast in a projected image â€” the range of brightness â€” is dependent on the ambient light
conditions, luminous power of the projector and the size of the image being projected. A second common
confusion about screen gain arises for grey colored screens. If a screen material looks grey on casual
examination then its total reflectance is much less than 1. This is a measure of reflectivity of light compared to
a screen coated with magnesium carbonate , [4] titanium dioxide , [5] or barium sulfate [6] when the
measurement is taken for light targeted and reflected perpendicular to the screen. Lone hiccup aside, the
simple setup, excellent video quality and economy pricing all make this a crowd-pleasing favorite. At 
Retroreflective screens are seen as desirable due to the high image intensity they can produce with a given
luminous flux from a projector. Instead of total reflectance, "geometric gain" equal to the gain divided by the
total reflectance can be the second specification. They work best for setups where the image source is placed
in the same direction from the screen as the audience. The Cinema White 1. The inclusion of MaxWhite 1.
Titanium dioxide is a bright white colour, but greater gains can be accomplished with materials that reflect
more of the light parallel to projection axis and less off-axis. Therefore, since geometry is important in screen
applications, screen materials should be at least specified by their gain and their total reflectance. Most image
sources are designed to project a perfectly rectangular image on a flat screen. We asked them to consider the
most important features when using this projection screen, from its material to its size. If the audience stays
relatively close to the projector, a curved screen may be used instead without visible distortion in the image
geometry. When it comes to viewing an actual video, you can enjoy movies, pictures and games in both Full p
HD, as well as Active 3D. Ideal for both business, education and residential uses, the anti-static and anti-acid
build quality is both mildew and dust resistant. However, for a viewer seated to one side of the audience the
opposite side of the screen is much darkened for the same reason. Material - Projection screens are made from
a variety of different materials â€” some displays may be more suitable for Ultra HD content than others.
Additionally, there are hanging grommets for ceiling installation, as well as ground stakes for stabilizing the
detachable ground feet in an outdoor environment.


